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Please pay attention to the 12:20 -----14:20 mark where
he talks of his abuse this is pain of 50 years ago.
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, LINDEN, NSW, Thursday, November 01, 2012, 01:53 (309 days

ago)

Thanks to Desi who sussed this out, the BBC Northern Ireland documentary that screened a few
nights ago has been posted on YouTube in its entirety and Milly and myself have just watched it
and thoroughly recommend it. It runs for just under 60 minutes.
Near the beginning there is a segment of Benedict rabbiting on about "private opinions". What I
think many people in the educated world would like to know is something about Benedict's
"private opinions" which appear to reflect the viewpoint of a tiny minority of the congregation and
would appear to differ markedly from what the vast majority of the bishops of the world
discerned was the "mind of God" at the Second Vatican Council. Benedict sure has "the power"
these days — and is evidently not the least afraid in exercising it (as we saw down here with
what was done to Bishop Morris) — but is it legitimate for any of us to ask who is the one who
has "private opinions" they're trying to inflict on the world?
Enjoy this documentary. It speaks to the heart, I am sure, of many of the nearly 90% of
baptised adults who have given up listening to these men with their "private opinions".
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